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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Renovation is Now Hassle-Free with Franke’s Fast-In Quick Install System
The Fast-In Sinks combine the durability and beauty of stainless steel with simple, no-tools-required topmount installation; now available in Lowe’s stores across the nation
LAS VEGAS, NEV. (January 19, 2016) – Franke, the largest stainless steel kitchen sink manufacturer in the
world and a leading name in kitchen faucets, has designed the perfect kitchen sink for any Do-It-Yourself
(DIY) homeowner. Franke’s Fast-In Quick Install Kitchen Sink System, now available in Lowe’s stores
across the nation, offers simple no-tools-required, top-mount installation; versatile single-bowl or
double-bowl designs; and either traditional or hand-crafted, modern styles. These sinks bring Franke’s
superior quality, craftsmanship, performance, and innovation to the DIYer.
The Fast-In’s pre-attached, spring-loaded clips are a first-of-its-kind industry exclusive that make
installation easier than ever before. Rather than going underneath the sink to attach screws,
homeowners need only drop the top-mount sink through the counter-surface opening and press down
until the built-in Fast-In clips click into position. Available in 18-gauge or 20-gauge stainless steel,
Franke’s Fast-In sinks are ideal for laminate, tile and solid-surface countertops.
“The Fast-In Sink is a way for our customers to save time and money without sacrificing quality,” says
Heather Jach, Retail Marketing Manager, Franke Consumer Products. “You don’t need to be a
contortionist to install this sink. It simply drops into place, so you can spend more time making your sink
work for you and less time working on your sink.”
Key features of Franke’s Fast-In Quick Install Kitchen Sinks include:
•
•
•
•

Stainless steel composition is not only durable and sustainable, but offered in popular, timeless
designs. Stainless steel sinks do not rust, chip or stain, and they are easy to clean and maintain.
Extra-large sink bowls, made possible by the sinks’ unique designs, allow for easy washing and
filling of large pots and pans.
Sleek, Slim Rim Design gives any kitchen a fresh look. The drop-in design is available in one-hole
and four-hole configurations, so a variety of fixtures can be added.
Sound-dampening pads make the Fast-In Ultra-QuietTM.

Franke’s Fast-In Quick Install Kitchen Sink System comes with a limited lifetime warranty and is available
at Lowe’s stores across the country for a Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) between $359 $749 (depending on size and style). Learn more about Franke’s Fast-In sinks at www.franke.us/ks.
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About Franke
Franke is the largest stainless steel kitchen sink manufacturer in the world and a leading name in kitchen
faucets; hot- and cold-water filtration; topmount, undermount and apron front sinks; and waste
disposers. The Franke Group is a world-leading provider of solutions and equipment for domestic
kitchens, washrooms, professional food service, coffee preparation and beverage delivery. The group
has 72 subsidiaries with more than 9,000 employees in 37 countries and generates consolidated sales of
CHF 2.1 billion. For more information, visit www.franke.us/ks or call 800- 626-5771.
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